
FLUSH-OUT CLEANER DE-GREASER™

We proudly are introducing a new improved version of our Cleaner-De-Greaser ----Flush-Out™. 
FLUSH-OUT ™ an aerosol cleaner de-greaser made just for Sportsmen. 

This product is made of virgin components. Many products of this type are made of re-claimed solvents and the
producer has no idea what is contained in them.  That is why they bare inexpensive.We recommend that you do
not buy any cleaner-degreaser that does not have a chemical contents statement.
 These products may also appear elsewhere as either carburetor cleaner or brake cleaner.

 FLUSH-OUT™ was formulated with several criteria in mind.
1. USER SAFETY (skin contact, inhalation, eye contact.)
2. CLEANING & DEGREASING PROPERTIES 
3. FLAMMABILITY ........FLUSH-OUT™) IS TOTALLY NON-FLAMMABLE.
4. CONTROLLED DRYING TIME (FLUSH-OUT™) DOES NOT FLASH DRY, BUT DRIES IN ABOUT TWO
MINUTES, REMAINING LIQUID LONGER ALLOWS A MORE COMPLETE FLUSHING ACTION.)

FLUSH-OUT ™ solves problems associated with most aerosol cleaner degreasers. The vast majority of aerosol
cleaner degreasers on the market contain "tri"-chlorinated solvents which can be very dangerous for anyone
using them. The use of Tri-Chloro-Ethane (CAS #1-1-1) 
                               and Tri-chlor-ethelyne 
                               or any of the"TRI-CHLORINATED" solvents are much cancerous and more dangerous to the    
                            end user. 

This and most of the chemicals in the related family are extremely dangerous to use. They are absorbed into the
liver and kidneys through the skin upon immediate contact. Additionally they are very dangerous to inhale. WE
DO NOT USE ANY "TRI" CHLORINATED SOLVENTS IN FLUSH-OUT ™

DIRECTIONS FOR USE WITH FIREARMS
Recommended use: CLEANING AND DEGREASING TO REMOVE DIRT, UNBURNED POWDER, CARBON RESIDUE,
SMOKELESS POWDER RESIDUE, BLACK POWDER RESIDUE, GREASE, GRIT, SAND, PRIMER RESIDUE, OIL,
AND WAX.
Safe to use on: FIREARMS USING EITHER SMOKELESS OR BLACK POWDER AMMUNITION, MUZZLE LOADPERS ,
PISTOLS, REVOLVERS, RIFLES, SHOTGUNS. EXTERNAL CHOKES, MUZZLE BRAKES, SUPPRESSORS, TRIGGER
ASSEMBLIES, ACTIONS, FIRING PINS, SPRINGS, SMALL PARTS, AND BARRELS.

It is not necessary to disassemble most firearms to use FLUSH-OUT™. For maximum safety make sure the
firearm is UNLOADED of ammunition. Hold fire-arm in position so that the solvent runs out carrying dirt with it,
being careful not to permeate any wood.

Insert extension tube in any other hidden areas that may hold grime and crud captive.. Liberally use
FLUSH-OUT™ is non-corrosive and leaves no residue. Apply a light coating of MAXX™ lubricant on all moving
parts and the exterior of the firearm.

YOU MIGHT ALSO BE INTERESTED IN OUR NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT which contains no
petroleum products.

An 18 ounce can of Flush-Out™ M.S.R.P. at $15.99


